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lobbying is protected 
under the Constitution as 

an exercise of “free speech”



I work with some corporations 
because the fact of the matter is, 
we’re in a democracy, and people 

have the right to be heard

- Anita Dunn 
political consultant, 
former White House communications director
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rich

capitalist society money

- Anita Dunn 
political consultant, 
former White House communications director



$3.23 Billion
total money spent on lobbying in 2014



the following companies have spent more than 
$150 million and 53% of all lobbying activity:
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industry aggregates tell us a bigger picture:



industry aggregates tell us a bigger picture:

Pharmaceuticals
$2.882 Trillion

Insurance
$1.966 Trillion

Electric Utilities
$2.882 Trillion

Business Assoc.
$1.805 Trillion

Technology
$1.650 Trillion





official records indiciate both the 
numbers of lobbyists and funding 

have gone down



But...

Lobbying isn’t dying; it’s simply going 
underground. Most of [the lobbying] 

going on in Washington is not covered.
- James Thurber 

Political analyst, 
American University professor



Official records indicate

total money spent on lobbying in 2014



Official records indicate

but experts estimate the actual amount to be



We have no ability to know if somebody 
doesn’t register unless some insider or 
a competitor comes and says, ‘We have 
reason to believe that this individual or 

this group is lobbying,
- Keith Morgan

US Attorney’s Office
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